ENGAGING WITH MEDIA
WHY ?

It is a quick way to transfer the information
It reaches large numbers of people in a cost effective
and engaging way
It is inﬂuential - Radio, TV, and text messages are some
of the top sources of information for the public

HOW ?
1

Creation of
a media list

2

Organise your media file

When creating a media list, it is
important to find the best person to
contact from the media outlet. This person
should have responsibility for, or an
interest in, the topic of your story.

It is important to organise your media list
into a database such as an excel document, with
separate columns for the name of the media
outlet, contact person, job title, email address
and phone number.

 ook at articles written about your topic
L
in your target publications and note the
journalists who wrote these stories.

I t is also a good idea to categorise your list
into different sections for the type of media
outlet.

 ry to avoid sending your media release
T
or pitch to the email address for general
enquiries, as often it will not reach the
right person at the media outlet.

 eeping your information up to date: add
K
links to articles written by journalists, regularly
check the contact details accuracy.

To find media
contact details,
you can visit the
media outlet’s
website, or directly
call the media and
ask for the contact
of the animal
health stories’
correspondent.
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Ensure you don’t
contact several
people at the
same media
outlet as they may
feel that you are
spamming them.
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Creation of a Media Kit

A good Media Kit includes a selection of the
tools available, such as:
Press Release, campaign visuals, campaign
videos, remind them your campaign website
address, etc.

Press Release redaction

 o get media interest, you need to have
T
a hook that makes your story relevant
and interesting for the readers of their
newspaper.

What

information and content should a release
include?

	
Headline: Be sure to make it clear why your
story is interesting and important.
Ask yourself what you could provide to
	
Press Contact: How can the media get in touch
help the journalists to write a story that will
with you? Website address?
interest the readers of their newspaper.
	
City, State, Location: Where are you, and
where is your news happening?
Y
 ou can follow this four sentences template:
	
Body copy: Order information by level of
importance.
What and when is the news?
	Boiler Plate: What’s your organization all about?

Who does this affect?
Why is this significant?
What will the impact be?

AND REMEMBER:
JOURNALISTS LOVE NUMBERS !
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Get in touch
with journalists

 eize the hot news favourable moments:
S
world days, seasonal events, etc. to propose to
the journalists privileged
meetings with experts to
If you send it by
speak about the subject.
email, the email
Send your press release
subject line should
catch the attention of
with a media tool kit.
the decision-makers
Call them again and
at news outlets.
don’t hesitate with followup telephone calls.
You should
work on and
memorize your
arguments to feel
comfortable and
self-assured and
quickly catch the
journalist interest.
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 rgue in favour of
A
your topic.
Update your media
file list
to know who you
already called back.

Interviews
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Organize interviews and face to face
meetings with strategic media.
Face to face communication can be
affected by body language. People
are often more focused on our body
language than you can think:
Make eye contact.
Sit up straight, hands visible.
Lean forward slightly.
Don’t fold arms across the chest.
Don’t fidget or let eyes wander.
	
Use your hands to emphasise a
point.

Get your story told: prepare the talking points and choose
your spokesperson for face to face interviews

Write three things you need to say in order to get your headline:
Reread it to make sure there is no jargon.
Make sure it is fact, not opinion.
	Put in one or two statistics to show your organisation’s expertise.
Avoid the use of superlatives that make the speech pretentious or
too commercial.
Select your spokesperson
	
They should communicate well and tell their stories compellingly.
	
They should communicate credibly, maintain a good reputation.
	
They should relate to different audiences.
	
They should engage stakeholders.

@

Your spokesperson
should be comfortable
to provide scientific
information to
journalists who have
limited scientific
knowledge : language
and formats that can
be understood by
non-experts is very
important.

Learn more about communication methods to talk to health professionals, farmers, civil society,
communities, media and others who are largely unfamiliar with the scientific knowledge of the
world of animal health :
www.oie.int/communication_handbook

WHO ?

Your objective is to have your key messages heard and
understood by your targets: you need to choose the adequate
media for this.

It is important to conduct research into who are the relevant media outlets for communicating
on your topics and reach adequate targets. This research should include what topics they
cover, the medium, and the readership or audience size.

3 TYPES OF MEDIA: PRINT, AUDIOVISUAL (TV, RADIO), WEB
For each type of media, each outlet has its speciality:
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Blog, Webzine
4.12 billion internet users
worldwide. It allows you
to create and maintain
a relationship with the
target audience as well
as establish a two-way
communication.
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For more information :
www.oie.int/antimicrobialresistance
www.oie-antimicrobial.com

Social media
It allows you to establish
a direct communication
with the general public,
specialists and other target
groups.

WE ALL HAVE

A ROLE TO PLAY !

